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This bibliography is a supplement to five earlier ones that were published in the March 1994, December 1996, September 1998, December 2000, and September 2002 issues of the Bulletin of Bibliography, which has since ceased publication. During the intervening time, Holocaust denial has continued to be discussed in both the scholarly literature and the mainstream press, especially during the trial resulting from the libel lawsuit filed by David Irving against Deborah Lipstadt and Penguin Books, and his subsequent appeal of that verdict. The Holocaust deniers, who prefer to call themselves “revisionists” in an attempt to gain scholarly legitimacy, have refused to go away and have continued to take advantage of new media.

Holocaust denial is a body of literature that seeks to prove that the Jewish Holocaust did not happen. Although individual deniers may have different motives and beliefs, they all share at least one point: that there was no systematic attempt by Nazi Germany to exterminate European Jewry. Hence they claim that the Holocaust is a hoax perpetrated by Jews (Zionists) in an attempt to blackmail the rest of the world for sympathy, money, and legitimacy for the state of Israel.

This bibliography includes both works about Holocaust denial and works of Holocaust denial. Although Holocaust deniers write in many languages, the scope of this project (as with the five previous ones) has been limited to works in English. Because of space constraints, URLs are provided for only some of the materials that are available online—most newspapers (including college publications) now have websites that make the full text of their articles available for various periods. Many of the articles dealing with David Irving and/or his lawsuits are available on the Holocaust Denial on Trial website, www.hdot.org, as well as on David Irving’s own website, www.fpp.co.uk. The Nizkor Project (see www.nizkor.org/) and The Holocaust History Project (www.holocaust-history.org) remain invaluable resources for information on Holocaust denial and deniers.

While this bibliography has been divided into many subject areas, it is acknowledged that many of the entries cross several categories, especially the works in the “General Overview” section. Materials regarding David Irving’s lawsuit against Lipstadt and Penguin Books are included under “European and Russian/Soviet Deniers,” since Irving is a British national
and the trial (and leave-to-appeal hearing) took place in London. Articles about the legal issues involved in the trial are included under “Legal Aspects of Holocaust Denial.”

As the sixth part of an ongoing research project, this bibliography does not include items that already appeared in previous installments of the bibliography, regardless of how important and useful they remain. In general, this sixth bibliography contains items that were published since 2002, or older materials that were missed in previous bibliographies.

GENERAL OVERVIEW


HOLOCAUST DENIAL IN AMERICA


Bennett, G. (2003, June 24). Democratic party official resigns over e-mail. \textit{Palm Beach Post}, p. 3B.
Bennett, G. (2003, June 30). Resignation doesn’t end pressure on Ross. Palm Beach Post.
Mainstreaming hate: A key ally of Christian right heavyweight Paul Weyrich

EUROPEAN AND RUSSIAN/SOVIET DENIERS


Cohen, N. (2002, June 16). Publish and be praised: At last, an English publisher has had the guts to stand up to David Irving. Others should be ashamed. *The Observer*, p. 27.


Fray, P. (2002, December 3). First we take Newcastle, then we take Berlin. Sydney Morning Herald, p. 11.
The Führer, the jackal, the professor and his publishers. (2002, June 26). Private Eye.
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51-64. Although the author is concerned with argument and reasoning, he focuses on the David Irving lawsuit against Deborah Lipstadt and Penguin Publishers.

Yad Vashem slams Romania’s denial of any role in Holocaust. (2003, June 15). *Ha’aretz* [English Internet ed.].

**CANADIAN DENIERS**


Cheadle, B. (2003, June 22). Feds offer to set Zündel free if he’ll agree he’s security threat says lawyer. *Toronto Sun*.
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Greenberg, L. (2003, February 8). Zündel arrested in U.S. on immigration charge: Holocaust denier left Canada after he was ordered to shut down his web site. Ottawa Citizen, p. A7.


Irwin, A. C. (2003, February 8). Renowned neo-Nazi activist held in Blount County jail. Daily Times [Maryville, TN].


**ASIAN DENIERS**


**DENIAL IN OCEANIA**


Campaign seeks to clear Holocaust thesis author’s name. (2003, August 26). *New Zealand Herald*.


Committee to examine head’s role in alleged book-burning scandal. (2003, August 20). *The Press* [Christchurch, NZ].
Fudge, T. A. (2003, May). The fate of Joel Hayward in New Zealand hands: From Holocaust historian to Holocaust? *History Now*, 9, 12-21. Immediately after it was printed, the May 2003 issue of *History Now* was recalled and destroyed. A two-part abridged version was subsequently published in the *New Zealand Herald*: Holocaust, history and free speech, July 23, 2003; and Historian learns bitter lesson from ‘academic freedom,’ July 24, 2003.
The Hayward Thesis Working Party, University of Canterbury. (2000, December). Report to the council of the University of Canterbury of the working party established to enquire into: The circumstances under which the degree of Master of Arts (with first class honours) was awarded by the University in 1993 to Joel Stuart Andrew Hayward, on the basis of a thesis entitled ‘The


Lecturer may fight for his academic freedom. (2003, August 28). The Press [Christchurch, NZ].

Lecturer warns he will stay at University to battle for academic freedom. (2003, August 28). New Zealand Herald.
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Troubling threat to academic freedom. (2003, July 26). *New Zealand Herald*.
University defends decision to destroy journals. (2003, July 23). *The Press* [Christchurch, NZ].
Vice-Chancellor latest victim of scandal over Holocaust. (2003, August 19). *New Zealand Herald*.

DENIAL IN THE MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA


Timmerman, K. R. (2003, July 8). The truth about Mahmoud Abbas: President George W. Bush calls him a ‘man dedicated to peace,’ but others say the new Palestinian prime minister is both a terrorist and a Holocaust denier. *Insight on the News*, p. 34.


DENIAL IN CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA


LEGAL ASPECTS OF HOLOCAUST DENIAL


McNamara, L. (2004). History, memory and judgment: Holocaust denial, the
124 JOURNAL OF HATE STUDIES


HOLOCAUST DENIAL MATERIALS IN LIBRARIES


HOLOCAUST DENIAL AND EDUCATION


DENIAL ON THE INTERNET


Newman, S. L. (2010). Discussion: Should hate speech be allowed on the internet?


**HOLOCAUST DENIAL IN FICTION, POETRY, AND DRAMA**


Troncoso, S. (2003). *The nature of the truth*. Evanston: Northwestern University Press. A research assistant discovers that the elderly professor he is working for is a defender of Austria’s Nazi past.

**VIDEOS/DVDS**


*We were there: Seven survivors of the Holocaust*. (2000). Santa Fe, NM: Blue Canyon Productions.
EXAMPLES OF HOLOCAUST DENIAL


**DENIAL VIDEOS/DVDs**

*Holocaust denial videos: 9 hours of free internet video about how the Holocaust is a myth. A huge lie which justifies war, militarism, and Jewish colonialism:*
http://www.holocaustdenialvideos.com/

**WEBSITES PROMOTING HOLOCAUST DENIAL**

*Bradley Smith’s Blog*: http://bradleysmithblog.blogspot.com/
*Exposing the Holocaust℠ Hoax Archive*: http://exposing-the-holocaust-hoax-archive.blogspot.com/
*Holocaust Fact*: http://holocaustfact.com/content/view/55/71/ - The site is registered to an organization in Damascus, Syria.
*The Holocaust Historiography Project*: http://www.historiography-project.com/index.html - This site is operated by former IHR official Greg Raven.
*Holocaust is Nothing But a HoloHoax*: http://www.israelect.com/reference/WillieMartin/HOLOHOAX.htm
*The Mythical Holocaust*: http://www.christusrex.org/www1/war/holocaust.html
*NaziGassings.com*: http://www.nazigassings.com/index.html - This site is operated by Friedrich Paul Berg.
*The Revisionist Clarion*: http://revurevi.net/revclar/clarindex.html - This site is operated by former IHR official Greg Raven.
*RODOH: Real Open-Debate on the Holocaust*: http://www.rodoh.us/ – Although founded by denier Scott Smith, RODOH actually welcomes posts from both deniers and those who seek to refute deniers.
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REVIEWS/REFUTATIONS/CRITIQUES OF HOLOCAUST DENIAL


WEBSITES THAT EXPOSE/CONFRONT HOLOCAUST DENIAL

CODOH Watch: Announcement Blog for the Holocaust Controversies!: http://codoh.blogspot.com/
Fred R. Crawford Witness to the Holocaust Project Files: http://sage.library.emory.edu/collection-0608.html
Holocaust controversies: What part of the word genocide do you not understand?: http://holocaustcontroversies.blogspot.com/
How to Understand and Confront Holocaust Denial: http://www.unitedagainstracism.org/pages/thema02.htm
MODIYA: Holocaust Denial: http://modiya.nyu.edu/handle/1964/251
Nazism Exposed: http://www.student.uit.no/~paalde/nazismexposed/
Voices of the Holocaust Project: http://voices.iit.edu/